
Red Group Kinder, Weekly Reflection 

Term 4, Week 2 & Week 3 

 It was great to observe red group children getting engaged in various learning experiences such as drawing in a small group, painting with cars (children’s 

interest’s extension) to make patterns, painting strawberry boxes to RE-USE as treasure boxes, and making pumpkin emotional faces. All these learning 

experiences encouraged children to practice their fine and gross motor skills and also to work collaboratively.  We also did an experiment with Sunscreen 

where we all wondered why do we need to put sunscreen on and what might happen if we do not. We used a black construction paper and put a hand-

print (educator) of sunscreen and left it for 2 hours outside. We all hypothesized what would happen and then compared the results after the experiment.  

Children are showing great interest in alphabets and numbers cards where they got engaged in helping each other in matching card game. We went for a 

walk to our local park where we took some play resources for the children to practice gross motor skills. Some children got involved in playing with fris-

bees while others got engaged in practicing kicking skills with soccer.  Some children showed interest in climbing, while others got entangled in swinging 

or sliding in the playground. 

Some children brought their treasure boxes back with their special treasure to show and talk about in front of the large group. We encouraged children to 

ask a question or comment  after listening about the treasure. It is great to see children’s excitement to bring books from home and share which we start-

ed in term two. We have changed learning experiences outdoors as well. We have put magnets outside for the children to get engaged in observing 

attraction and repulsion.   We also added people connectors on one of the tables.  Children got engaged in playing with magnets and sharing their curiosi-

ty with peers and teachers about how some of the magnets get attached and some do not. As Halloween  is approaching, we added a sensory set-up in 

the room where children got engaged making pumpkin facial expressions or coloring the whole pumpkin with whiteboard markers. Children shared their 

excitement to dress up on Halloween day with educators. 

Links to the National Quality Framework Area 1 Educational Program& Practice and TRCC Philosophy 


